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Introduction         
This rebranding initiative is for the New American Shakespeare Tavern and the Atlanta Shake-
speare Company in Atlanta, GA. The company describes themselves as “a bright and talented 
group of professionals who interpret, direct, produce and perform the works of William Shake-
speare.” The Atlanta Shakespeare Company was founded in 1984 with a production of As You 
Like It at Manuel’s Tavern, a popular pub in Atlanta. From there the company’s work garnered 
national attention and began growing into the popular attraction that they are today. They 
moved into their current location on Peachtree Street in 1990 and then became known as the 
Shakespeare Tavern. They were the first American company to ever perform in London on the 
Globe’s stage in 1995.
Offering a unique theatre/pub combo, the Tavern produces a works from Shakespeare and has 
contemporaries, as well as Shakespeare-related plays and other classic works. Identifying as 
an Original Practice Playhouse, they define this approach as “a modern audience experiencing 
the play in a manner consistent with its creator’s original intent.” In application, this means 
that the Tavern does its best to maintain the traditions of Elizabethan performance. All of their 
performances are dinner theatre, offering a full menu to their audiences before the show and 
during intermission. The actors directly engage with the patrons and the stage is designed as 
a low thrust into the audience. This means that at anytime an audience member may become 
part of the performance, say if their phone rings or they have a noticeable reaction that an actor 
decides to respond to. This does not always play out as intensely as the company would like, as 
modern audiences are trained to be quiet and not interfere with performances. This case study 
will go into greater detail about the pros and cons of dedicating the company to Original Prac-
tice later as part of the SWOC analysis.
The Shakespeare Tavern is a member of the Actor’s Equity Association (AEA), and the Shake-
speare Theatre Association (STA), and Atlanta Art Lives Here. 
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Glossary          
Alignment- How the objects in an image or logo are organized. 

Kerning- The process of adjusting  spacing of characters in a proportional font.

Opacity- An object’s transparency. Usuing the opacity tool allows the graphic 
designer to create shades of their color with proportional CMYK values. Opacity 
can also be used in layering to create different effects.

Path- A set of points along an object that can be moved or manipulated to change 
the shape of or crop the object. 

Readability- How easy it is to read a design and see the details. This is depen-
dant on factors such as contrast, color, size, alignment, and resolution.

Tracing- Copying an image, usually in a manner that simplifies the design. In 
Adobe Illustrator, this is a feature that simplifies an image and sometimes sharp-
ens it. Tracing an object is usually followed by expaning it which gives the object 
a path and makes it easier to manipulate.

Tyopography- The appearance of text including font style, size, kerning, align-
ment, punctuation, etc.

Watermark- A faint object in the background of an image, either strategically 
placed as part of the design or for purpose of security or identifying the maker.

White Space- Blank space surrounding an image/space not uitilizing a color.
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Logo and Logotype        

The primary objective in rebranding the Shakespeare Tavern was to balance the quicky, com-
fortable environment the theatre offers with a strong sense of professionalim. I began with two 
ideas: a simpler drawing of Shakespeare to update their current logo, and an elaborate letter 
similar to the Oregon Shakespeare Festival or the Guthrie. After some trials with the simple 
Shakespeare and some reflection, it became obvious that the latter would be more in line with 
my goals for the organization. I picked the “S” and started playing with fonts and details. I 
settled on the font Savoye LTE and began to stretch the letter and manipulate the path to come 
up with something truly unique. I then added stroke effect to make the letter appear less static. 
The next step was adding a special touch, and I arrived at the conclusion to add a quill, which I 
carefully drew using the variety of paint tools in Illustrator. 

Next was deciding how to label the Shakespeare Tavern, as it is technically a two part organi-
zation. Their previous logo maintained a distinction between the venue and the resident com-
pany (the Atlanta Shakespeare Company). I was keen to shed this bulkiness, and removed the 
acting company’s name from the text of the logo but maintained the full name of “The New 
American Shakespeare Tavern.” Book Antiqua was the best match to the previous logo and felt 
most appropirate for a Shakespeare company. For consistancy, I mainted the Tavern’s signature 
burgundy and the elongated the “V” in Tavern. Having the “S” and and a simplified text logo 
completed the initial design and I started putting this two-part design to work.

Typography: 

Book Antiqua
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Savoye LTE
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Use of Space          

Being an elaborate letter, the S design makes ample use of white space. White 
space is particularly important in defining the quill and the brush strokes around 
the S. Kearning was also applied in designing the letter, stretching the character 
and making minor alterations to its path. This design can be streteched or shrunk 
to any size and still maintain its integrity. It’s critical to be consistent in the white 
spaces, as those details make the logo truly original and are ciritical to the logo’s 
readability.
The text logo also makes heavy use of kerning and white space. “The New Amer-
ican” is smaller and there is almost no spacing before “Shakespeare.” Addition-
ally, the V in “Tavern” was extended as an homage to the previous logo. All three 
lines of text are aligned to the left.

2” 2”

2 and 
11/16”

2 and 
11/16”
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Color            

Drawing on the Shakespeare Tavern’s signature burgundy, that color was repli-
cated using the eyedropper tool to dyed the original “S” that color. As I created 
watermarks and collateral, I altered the opacity resulting in a dark, medium, and 
light shade of the color. These variations are shown below:

C = 33%
M = 95%
Y = 66%
K = 34%

C = 29%
M = 83%
Y = 63%
K = 17%

C = 17%
M = 29%
Y = 23%
K = 0%
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Logo Variations       
In the design process, three primary logo variations emerged: the Standard, the Watermark, 
and the Stamp. The standard logo either  incoropates the S witih the text logo or employes 
them individually. The stamp and the watermark are different styles of the logo that offer a 
more striking, formal presentation. These logos can also be used on different documents and 
images for increased readbility. All of these logos are in the company’s signature burgundy. 
The S in the stamp logo is actually white, not clear, for the purpose of making the S stand out 
on busier posters and programs. Additionally, there is a small stroke in a lighter shade of bur-
gundy around the box. The watermark logo employs an even lighter shade placed behind the 
text logo. All three of these designs can be employed in a variety of ways. 
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Typography         
The logo employs two fonts- Savoy LTE for the S and Book Antiqua for the text 
of the logo. Savoy is a “true type” font and Book Antiqua is an “open type” font. 
This means that Savoy is a much more elaborate font with more detailed charac-
ters while Book Antiqua is a plainer font. Using a different font for the S allows 
the image to stand on its own and become iconic of the organization. Savoy LTE 
can also be used in printed materials as headers or titles when suited. All other 
text should be consistently printed in Book Antiqua. Individual productions and 
events organized by the Tavern can be given a unique font.

Book Antiqua
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Savoye LTE
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Envelope: Standard       

This is designed and measured for a standard envelope (4 and 1/8”x9 and 1/2). 
Here I have used the the full text of the organization in addition to the S. This is 
more appropriate for mailing standards and allows the recipient to clearly read 
the company’s name and address information. The text logo has been smaller in 
proportion to the S to make room for the address. Though subtle, the address is 
in a slightly lighter shade of burgundy to emphasize the logo.

#10 Envelope Template - 4 1/8”x 9 1/2”

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308

1/16” from 
left edge

1/8” from 
top edge

11/16” 
from top 
edge

1 and 5/8” 
from left edge
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Envelope: Stamp        
The idea for the stamp logo originated from designing the envelope. This bolder 
variation allows the envelope to stand out more amongst the other mail and 
makes the S stand out. Aligning the return address to the side, similar to the 
standard logo, also adds legibility for the mail carriers. This is also designed on 
a standard envelope (4 and 1/8”x9 and 1/2) and the text logo was also rezied to 
include the address. The address is also still in the lighter shade of burgundy to 
draw the attention to the logo.

#10 Envelope Template - 4 1/8”x 9 1/2”

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308

1/16” from 
left edge

1/16” from 
top edge

7/8” from 
top edge

1 and 7/8” 
from left edge
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Envelope: Watermark      

For more formal correspondence, this envelope design uses the watermark logo. 
This can also be used for more festive mailings such as event invitations and sea-
son brochures. The address here has been made as dark as the text logo for read-
ability. Again, this is set on a standard envelope (4 and 1/8”x9 and 1/2) and the 
text logo was resized to include the address information. 

#10 Envelope Template - 4 1/8”x 9 1/2”

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308

1/16” from 
left edge

1/16” from 
top edge

3/4” from 
top edge

1 and 3/4” 
from left edge
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Letterhead: Standard     
This letterhead employs the standard logo. It is measured to a letter size 
(8.5x11) sheet of paper. To emphasize the logo and for the sake of balance, 
the organization’s contact information has been aligned along the bottom. 

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308

Letterhead Template - 8.5”x11”  (smaller size shown below for mock-up purposes with border
representing 8 1/2”x11” page edge)

404-874-5299shakespearetavern.com

15/16” from 
left edge

15/16” from 
right edge

1/8” from 
top edge

11/16” 
from top 
edge

1/8” from 
left edge

1/8” from 
right edge

1 and 5/16” 
from left 
edge

1 and 5/16” 
from right 

edge

1/8” from 
bottom edge

1/4” from 
bottom edge
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Letterhead: Stamp      

This is a letterhead design employing the stamp version of the 
logo. This is a very clean, professional style of the logo.  The mea-
surements are done on standard letter sized (8.5x11) paper. 
This is a simpler design and ideal for regular correspondence. 

1/8” from 
left edge

1/8” from 
top edge

2” from 
left edge

7/16” 
from top 
edge

Letterhead Template - 8.5”x11”  (smaller size shown below for mock-up purposes with border
representing 8 1/2”x11” page edge)

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308
404-874-5299
shakespearetavern.com
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Letterhead: Watermark    
There are two versions of the watermark for letterhead. The first is with the wa-
termark logo neatly in the upper lefthand corner and the other employs the wa-
termarked S on the entire page with a 1/8” bleed off of each edge. The watermark 
is a very formal, elaborate form of the logo. 

Letterhead Template - 8.5”x11”  (smaller size shown below for mock-up purposes with border
representing 8 1/2”x11” page edge)

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308
404-874-5299
shakespearetavern.com

1/8” from 
left edge

1/8” 
from top 
edge

11/16” 
from top 
edge

1/8” from 
left edge

1/8” from 
top edge

2 and 3/16” 
from left edge

Letterhead Template - 8.5”x11”  (smaller size shown below for mock-up purposes with border
representing 8 1/2”x11” page edge)

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308

404-874-5299
shakespearetavern.com

1/2” from 
top edge

1/8” from 
left edge

1/8” from 
top edge

3/4” from 
left edge

3/8” from 
top edge

1 and 1/8” 
from left edge
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Business Card: Standard    

Designed on a 3.5”x2” card, the standard business card for the Shakespeare Tav-
ern has designs on both front and back. The front employs the text logo and the 
back is branded with the S. This can also be inverted to have a burgundy back-
ground and the S in white. All text is in the signature burgundy with the address 
at medium opacity. 

Full Name
Title

Office Phone
E-Mail

1/8” from 
top edge

1/8” from 
left edge

1/8” from 
bottom 

1/8” from 
right edge

3/4” from 
left edge

3/4” from 
righ edge

1/8” from 
bottom 

1/8” from 
top edge

1 and 1/4” 
from left edge

1 and 1/4” 
from right edge

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 303087/8” from 

top edge 7/8” from 
bottom edge
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Business Card: Stamp      

This business card uses the stamp logo, including both the text logo and the S on 
the front of the card. This is also on a 3/5”x2” card. Again, the address is faded. 
This emphasizes the logo. Since both designs are on the front, the back is plain in 
either white or the signature burgundy.

Full Name
Title

Office Phone
E-Mail

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308

1/8” from 
bottom edge

1/8” from 
right edge

1/8” from 
top edge

1/8” from 
left edge

1 and 1/4” 
from right edge

1 and 1/4” 
from left edge

7/8” from 
bottom edge

1” from
 top edge
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Business Card: Watermark   

This business card is designed on a 3.5”x2” card. Here we have a smaller wa-
termarked S with a 1/8” bleed of of the the top, bottom, and and left edges. The 
card has plenty of white space to both emphasize the text and be cost-effective for 
the printers. There is no design on the back of the card, just simply white or the 
company’s signature burgundy. Because of the watermark, the address is at full 
opacity with the rest of the text.

1/8” from 
top edge

1/8” from 
left edge

1 and 
5/8” from 
left edge

15/16” 
from left 
edge

7/8” from 
top edge

1/8” from 
bottom edge

1/8” from 
right edge

7/8” from 
bottom edge

1 and 1/4” 
from right edge

Full Name
Title

Office Phone
E-Mail

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308
49
Atl

ree
3033
r etree St NE
30303
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Polo Shirt           
As an additional piece of collateral, I have designed a white polo shirt with the 
signature S neatly embroided on the left side. This is a very utilitarian item for 
the theatre and can be distributed to the teaching artists to wear when they go 
to schools as part of the educational programming. This would also be good for 
those involved in their summer programs or when staff members go to various 
fairs and conferences to represent the organization. The logo here is not mea-
sured since that will depend on the size of the shirt, but it should be no more 
than 1.5”-2” at the biggest.
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Poster            
This poster was designed to promote a hypothetical production of Shakespeare’s 
As You Like It. The main objective in designing this poster was to communicate 
the production design. As part of updating the Shakespeare Tavern’s image, the 
company has begun offering more creative interpretations of Shakespeare’s work 
while still doing their best to offer a genuine Elizabethan theatre experience. The 
information is all in Book Antiqua per the typography standards, but to give the 
show its individual character the title has been set in Brusher, a script font re-
miscent of Savoy LTE but less formal and more suited to the production design.  
Here, the standard logo was used for minial interferances with the image.
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Display Ad       
This is a display ad advertising the same production. Using a much simpler de-
sign, this image can transalate to a variety of sizes and can even be grey-scaled 
without losing its integrity. This is ideal for submitting to print publications for 
advertising the production. Again, the design uses Brusher for the titel of the 
show and Book Antiqua for the other text. There was a little bit of kerning done 
for the sake of alignment and sizing. The design also uses the stamp logo for im-
pact and readability.

499 Peachtree St NE
Atlanta GA 30308
404-874-5299
shakespearetavern.com

William Shakespeare’s

An Atlanta Shakespeare Company Production
Directed by Jordan Schwartz

Playing November 07, 2017 to November 29, 2017

$15 General Admission Preview Thursday November 5, 2017
$20 General Admission Preview Friday November 6, 2017 
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Web Bridge         

Current social media outlets for the Shakespeare Tavern currently include Face-
book, Twitter, and blogspot. In accordance with the rebranding, the profile pho-
tos and cover photos on these sites are to be the images below. The expected 
cover photo is an image of the company’s building but can vary based on current 
productions and events though should be an image, not simply the advertise-
ment. Other images of the space or production photos would be equally excel-
lent. The Tavern is also to begin an Instagram feed meeting these standards in 
order to showcase office life, rehearsals, creative processes, performances, etc. All 
posts should generally be engaging and include a mix of text, photo, and video.

Social Media Profile Picture

Social Media Cover Photo


